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	Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering: 3rd and 4th International Conference, 9783642148187 (3642148182), Springer, 2010

	This book is a peer-reviewed collection of papers, modified and extended for the purpose of this publication, but originally presented at the International Conference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering 2008 and 2009 (ENASE 2008 / 2009). The book’s content is placed within the entire framework of software engineering activities, but with particular emphasis on experience reports and evaluations (qualitative and quantitative) of existing approaches as well as new ideas and proposals for improvements.


	Software engineering is understood as a broad term linking science, traditional engineering, art and management and is additionally conditioned by social and external factors (conditioned to the point that brilliant engineering solutions based on strong science, showing artistic creativity and skillfully managed can still fail for reasons beyond the control of the development team).


	Modern software engineering needs a paradigm shift commensurate with a change of the computing paradigm from:


	1. Algorithms to interactions (and from procedural to object-oriented programming)

	2. Systems development to systems integration

	3. Products to services
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Galaxies in the Universe: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2007
This extensively illustrated book presents the astrophysics of galaxies since their beginnings in the early Universe. It has been thoroughly revised to take into account the most recent observational data, and recent discoveries such as dark energy. There are new sections on galaxy clusters, gamma ray bursts and supermassive black holes. The...

		

Growing Up Online: Young People and Digital TechnologiesPalgrave Macmillan, 2007
“From blogs to video games, from living rooms to internet café’s, from Africa to Canada, Growing up Online has it all.  Transcending the hype and moral panic that typically pervade adult discourses about youth and media, the essays in this collection deconstruct the complexities of young people’s relationship with a...

		

A Half-Century of Automata Theory: Celebration and InspirationWorld Scientific Publishing, 2001
Suggests Automata Theory may be poised for another period of significant advance, similar to that in the 1960s and 1970s.   -- Mathematical Reviews, 2002     

       This volume gathers lectures by 8 distinguished pioneers of automata theory, including two Turing Award winners. In each contribution, the early developments of...




	

Introduction to Statistics Through Resampling Methods and RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A highly accessible alternative approach to basic statistics Praise for the First Edition:  "Certainly one of the most impressive little paperback 200-page introductory statistics books that I will ever see . . . it would make a good nightstand book for every statistician."?Technometrics 

	

	Written in a...


		

Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The most up-to-date and comprehensive introductory ASP.NET book you'll find on any shelf, Beginning ASP.NET 2.0 in VB 2005 guides you through Microsoft's latest technology for building dynamic websites. You'll learn to build dynamic web pages quickly, with only basic prior knowledge of Visual Basic. Included is thorough coverage of...


		

Antioxidants and the Skin: Second EditionCRC Press, 2018

	This highly illustrated book brings together many concepts related to skin care and antioxidant usage in one convenient text. The second edition now contains the latest antioxidants being marketed, and an analysis of risks and benefits associated.





	
		Exposure to solar radiation, other environmental insults,
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